ORDINATION CEREMONY
Norfolk, Virginia Vicinity, USA
SEERSGATE SAYS:
I was invited to go to a local church way for a ceremony. And I truly pondered that
plan. There was a stale way where the worship didn’t go past the ceiling. Please know
that my heart does care concerning all in that church way.
It was a boring way. I had to focus hard, to keep connected to what was given. I stood.
I sat. I prayed. I listened, yet I could not get a will in being in a deep communion with
Yahweh. Here is where a person may say that it would be your own job to get your way
excited.
Should I fake it? Should I say the “amens” to get people moving in thinking they are in
a pleasing way there, in their presentation? Should I put on the “shouting” music so I
could work my flesh up and get “in the spirit,” as would be said? Should I join in the
moving of a ritual and do it every weekend? What does it truly profit any who would go
out and drink the same old wine yet hope to have major outreaches and fire-filled
revivals?
So, people are in churches just to look as if they are good, yet really still struggle to
want that way every week.
Tell me, what would it take to have that church shifted, where they would have a deep
power-drinking plan? You have to see that they hope to reach many, yet the power to
cause a plan in revival is lacking. Standing, clapping, and praying will take on a new
plan where a worship plan is demonstrated.
There can be church ways, but there must be power from God I AM backing up the full
work. There would be a purpose that would take over, not with zeal or tradition, but
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with Kingdom wisdom and power, will God have a way to funnel His will in a structure
deep within.
The Kingdom awaits a true shift in the people where they walk in surrender to what the
Great Way will bring you. Power is not just what the media presents. It will have to be
viewed as God’s hand pushing His full will forward and affecting all who are connected.
Power is: showing up when that church way or ministry or person or business is ready
to handle that authority. Power will lead it—the ingredients needed to complete the
work.
Kingdom purpose and power walk together and will take away striving. Kingdom
planning will not be to just build, but there will also be a true calling.
I stayed to the end, never tasting power. I heard Yahweh speak to say that I see the
way they drink in His will. That’s paraphrased, for I cannot give certain details to hurt or
cause pain in underlying ways just to say it. If God would move and give power to all of
His church gatherings without having a protocol in place, I fear that the people will try
to build their own tower of babel, to try and reach God in contrary ways to what the
Great Father would want.
I have witnessed a great thing: ministering servants walking into the ministry. Will
someone tell them that the will to take should always have the Great Planner leading?
The Great Way King Jesus must lead. Come and drink a deep way. Power cannot have
a leading way if the work is not ready for expansion. And without backing from
Yahweh, striving leads in those few workers. God must lead in each detail. Church
growth is pointless if God is not giving purpose.
I saw it this day—boredom—just coming to sit in a ritual detail. Who wants more of
God? Say so. How? Get out of your ritual and start seeking God’s Kingdom first. Where?
Wherever you are.
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Your relationship with God is not on Sunday. It should be into eternity, where you are
learning to talk to Him, saying what you truly mean. Talk to Him. Learn from Him.
Spend time with Him.
God has a purpose for each person. Does it mean that your purpose will only be in
attendance at that local building? Or could it mean that the unseen Kingdom of Yahweh
is everywhere, and with the Kingdom being everywhere, you would move in being a
Kingdom citizen everywhere you go? Yes. Go and take up a plan to come and gather.
Yes, come and learn the Word so you can grow up in the faith.
But do not ever be fooled into thinking that your full joy is in that building; for now, you
would be missing the point.
Power, presence, and glory—they will not have a plan to be built. Purpose—your
purpose will stem from God’s hand. And God will have helpers who will walk with you
on this journey. All should be in connection with God. Don’t have a way to think there
will be purpose based on where you go weekend after weekend without power from
God.
Power, presence, and glory—get them, but first, let God have you.
Go to your church but stay to meet Him. Yahweh is well pleased with what I just spoke
on this detail. May you truly drink Him. May the people look to the Great Way for full
provision in being a filled way. Church visits will continue. I will bring you God’s way in
sharing in each detail.
Take care and stay close to the Great Way King Jesus.
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